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Fuzzy extractors: visual intuition

Enrollment phase

s

(s, w) = Gen(x)

x w
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Fuzzy extractors: visual intuition

Reconstruction phase

s

s’ = Rep(x’,w)

x’ w
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Is helper data really necessary? 
a) All enrollments are finished before authentication 
b) Enrollments at any time

Question time
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Fuzzy extractor: requirements

noisy 

Correctness:  
Pr[S'≠S] must be small.
• Various ways to formalize this, e.g. averaged over X,  

for worst-case X; bound on the Hamming distance, ...

Security:  
• W must not leak too much about S.
• Distribution of S must be close to uniform
• Many ways to formalize this statement, e.g. H(S|W) close to ,  

H∞(S|W) close to , stat. distance Δ(SW;UW)≈0, ...

 bits
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Secure sketch: requirements

60 CHAPTER 6. FUZZY EXTRACTORS

Exercise 6.1 Which security property is strongest, S1, S2 or S3? Motivate your answer.

Exercise 6.2 Which correctness property is strongest, C1, C2 or C3? Motivate your answer.

W
@ Check def of tilde H infty conditional!

Definition 6.2 A Secure Sketch for a discrete source space X consists of two algorithms, SS:
X ⇥ {0, 1}� : x ⇤⇥ wx (“sketch”) and Rec: X � {0, 1}� ⇥ X : (x⇥, wx) ⇤⇥ x̂ (“reconstruct”)

If X is a discrete RV, then there exists a generic FE construction from a Secure Sketch and a
strong extractor.
The Secure Sketch makes it possible to exactly reconstruct X from X ⇥ and the helper data; after
that the strong extractor extracts a key from X.

6.2 Secure sketch

6.3 The code o�set method

6.4 Partitions method

6.5 A fuzzy extractor based on universal hash functions

6.6 A helper data scheme for coating PUFs

6.7 A helper data scheme for optical PUFs

Exercise 6.3 Consider the POK scenario as in Section 5.4.4 @ type PUF. Which of the three
security properties is most suitable here?

Chapter 6

Fuzzy Extractors

Fuzzy extractors (FEs) were very informally introduced in Section 5.2. In this chapter we define
a FE formally and then show examples of fuzzy extractors for various types of measurement data.

6.1 Definitions

Definition 6.1 A fuzzy extractor for a source space X and target space {0, 1}⇥ consists of a
(possibly nondeterministic) procedure Gen: X ⌃ {0, 1}⇥ ⇤ {0, 1}� : x �⌃ (sx, wx) (“generate”)
and a procedure Rep: X ⇤ {0, 1}� ⌃ {0, 1}⇥ : (x⇥, w) �⌃ s⇥ (“reproduce”). Let d(·, ·) be a distance
measure on X . Let U⇥ be a uniformly distributed random variable on {0, 1}⇥. The correctness (high
probability that S⇥ = S) and security (uniformity of S) is classified as follows. A fuzzy extractor
is called

C1: t-correct, if for all x, x⇥ ⌥ X with d(x, x⇥) < t it holds that Rep(x⇥, wx) = sx. (Irrespective of
the randomness used by Gen.)

C2: on average1 ⇥-resilient, if Pr[Rep(X ⇥, WX) = SX ] ⇧ 1� ⇥.

C3: worst case2 ⇥-resilient, if Pr[Rep(X ⇥, wx) = sx] ⇧ 1 � ⇥ for all x ⌥ X and all possible
randomness used in Gen.

S1: (m, �)-secure, if H⇤(X) ⇧ m implies �(SX , WX ; U⇥, WX) ⌅ �.

S2: on average m-secure, if H̃⇤(SX |WX) ⇧ m

S3: worst-case m-secure, if H⇤(SX |WX = w) ⇧ m for all w ⌥ {0, 1}� with Pr[WX = w] > 0.

Note that security property S1 is only properly defined if X has a discrete distribution; the min-
entropy of a continuous RV is undefined.

1Note that in the definition X is a random variable as well as X� and possible randomness used by Gen.
2Here only X� is a random variable.
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X. SS

Rec
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Exercise 6.1 Which security property is strongest, S1, S2 or S3? Motivate your answer.

Exercise 6.2 Which correctness property is strongest, C1, C2 or C3? Motivate your answer.

X̂
@ Check def of tilde H infty conditional!

Definition 6.2 A Secure Sketch for a discrete source space X consists of two algorithms, SS:
X ⇥ {0, 1}� : x ⇤⇥ wx (“sketch”) and Rec: X � {0, 1}� ⇥ X : (x⇥, wx) ⇤⇥ x̂ (“reconstruct”)

If X is a discrete RV, then there exists a generic FE construction from a Secure Sketch and a
strong extractor.
The Secure Sketch makes it possible to exactly reconstruct X from X ⇥ and the helper data; after
that the strong extractor extracts a key from X.

6.2 Secure sketch

6.3 The code o�set method

6.4 Partitions method

6.5 A fuzzy extractor based on universal hash functions

6.6 A helper data scheme for coating PUFs

6.7 A helper data scheme for optical PUFs

Exercise 6.3 Consider the POK scenario as in Section 5.4.4 @ type PUF. Which of the three
security properties is most suitable here?

Correctness:  Pr[X≠X] must be small.
• Various ways to formalize this, e.g. averaged over X,  

for worst-case X; bound on the Hamming distance, ...

Security / Privacy:  
• W must not leak too much about X.  

(But some leakage is inevitable!)
• Many ways to formalize this statement, e.g.  

H(X|W)−H(X) as small as possible,  
H∞(X|W)−H∞(X) as small as possible, ...

^
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Fuzzy Extractor from Secure Sketch

Trivial construction
• reconstruct x using secure sketch
• then apply strong extractor to derive key from x

- X is not uniform, key must be uniform
- needs additional public randomness
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Examples of Helper Data Schemes

1. Code Offset Method 

2. Partitions 

3. Generic Zero Leakage scheme for continuum X 

4. Use of Gray codes 

5. Reliable component selection for Optical PUFs 

6. Reliable component selection for SRAM PUFs 

7. Fuzzy Extractor made from Universal Hashes
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1: Code Offset Method

• X = binary string
• Use a linear Error Correcting Code

Enrollment
• random key s
• encode to cs

• w = cs − x

Reconstruction
• s’ = decode(x’+w)
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Syndrome-only variant of the Code Offset Method

• X = binary string
• Use a linear Error Correcting Code  

that supports Syndrome Decoding ("SynDec")

Enrollment:

Reconstruction:

6.4. ‘ZERO LEAKAGE’ FUZZY EXTRACTOR BASED ON PARTITIONS 73

Syndrome-Only COM Reconstruction phase: The Rec algorithm takes a fresh measure-
ment x0 and w as input. It computes

x̂ = x0 � SynDec(w � Synx0). (6.3)

and outputs x̂.

The reason why (6.3) yields x̂ = x (for reasonable amount of noise) is that the syndrome function
Syn is linear. We have w � Synx0 = Synx� Synx0 = Syn (x� x0), i.e. the syndrome of the error
pattern x� x0. Running SynDec returns the error pattern itself, and xor-ing this into x0 yields x.

Exercise 6.7 Show that the following holds for the Syndrome-Only COM,

I(X;W ) = H(SynX) H(W |X) = 0 H(X|W ) = H(X)� H(SynX). (6.4)

Exercise 6.8 Consider a weak device that has to run the Rec algorithm of the Syndrome-Only
COM. The SynDec computation is the most di�cult operation.
Is it feasible, from a security point of view, to outsource the SynDec computation? In other words,
is it dangerous for the device to reveal w � Synx0?

Remark: Any Secure Sketch can be used as the basis for a Fuzzy Extractor (see exercise 6.2).
Hence, even for non-uniform X we can build a FE with the (Syndrome-only) COM as the main
building block.

6.4 ‘Zero Leakage’ Fuzzy Extractor based on partitions

We briefly describe the ‘partitioning’ method [41] of constructing a FE for a continuous RV. The
basic idea is to sacrifice the least significant bits of X for use as helper data, so that the most
significant bits are noise-resilient and secret. Let X ⇠ P. The space X is split up (‘partitioned’)
into n equiprobable regions {A

s

}n�1

s=0

, i.e. Pr[X 2 A
s

] = P(A
s

) = 1/n. The numerical labels of
these partitions correspond to the secret s. Within each partition, there is a further partitioning
into m equiprobable regions A

sw

; these are numbered w 2 {0, · · · ,m � 1}, and we have Pr[X 2
A

sw

] = P(A
sw

) = 1/(nm). The subpartition label is the helper data.

Enrollment phase: X is measured, and it is determined in which interval A
ij

the measured
value x is situated. The secret is set to s

x

= i, and the helper data to w
x

= j.

Reconstruction phase: X 0 is measured. It is determined for which s0 the interval A
s

0
,w

x

is
closest to x0. This s0 is the reconstructed key.

For an attacker who knows w, the secret S is uniformly distributed,

Pr[S = s|W = w] = 1/n. (6.5)

Hence H1(S|W = w) = log n and H1(S|W ) = log n.
In practice, the choice of n and m depends on the noise characteristics. If n is chosen too large,
then the error correction fails. The parameter m can, in principle, be chosen infinitely large. The
error correction improves with increasing m. However, the improvement per step m ! m + 1
rapidly dwindles down.

Exercise 6.9 Can the partitioning scheme be applied to discrete random variables?

Exercise 6.10 Explain why increasing m improves the error correction.
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COM Enrollment phase: The Gen algorithm takes the enrollment measurement x as input. It
generates a random string s 2 {0, 1}k and encodes it to c

s

= Enc(s). It outputs s as a secret
and

w = c
s

� x (6.1)

as helper data.

COM Reconstruction phase: The Rep algorithm takes a fresh measurement x0 and w as input.
It computes and outputs

ŝ = Dec(x0 � w). (6.2)

Figure 6.2: Artist impression of the code o↵set method. The plane of the drawing represents
{0, 1}n. The grid points represent the codewords. The helper data w is an arrow pointing from x
to the codeword c

s

. Noise x0 � x around x e↵ectively becomes noise centered on c
s

, shown as the
grey disc around c

s

. The Dec algorithm corrects the noise provided it’s not too strong.

An intuitive picture is shown in Fig. 6.2. The helper data can be seen as a shift (o↵set) that maps
x onto a random codeword. (In general x itself is not a codeword.) Any noise on x translates to
noise around c

s

, which is easy to correct.

Exercise 6.4 Can you think of a reason why the Code O↵set Method picks an arbitrary code-
word c

s

as the secret instead of simply taking the codeword nearest to x? [Note: the asnwer to this
question cannot be found in these lecture notes.]

Exercise 6.5 Consider the Code O↵set Method with X uniformly distributed. Show that H(S|W ) =
H(S). Can the Code O↵set Method be used as a Fuzzy Extractor in this case? Can it be used as
a Secure Sketch?

Exercise 6.6 Consider again the COM, but now X is not uniformly distributed. Derive an ex-
pression for H(S|W ). Is it still true that H(S|W ) = H(S)? Can the Code O↵set Method be used
as a Fuzzy Extractor in this case? Can it be used as a Secure Sketch?

6.3.2 The Syndrome-Only Code O↵set Method

There is a variant of the COM that does not need the random codeword. It uses an error-
correcting code with syndrome Syn : {0, 1}n ! {0, 1}n�k. The code allows for syndrome decoding
SynDec : {0, 1}n�k ! {0, 1}n (see Section 2.6.3). The syndrome decoding finds an n-bit error
pattern matching the (n� k)-bit syndrome. The scheme is called the Syndrome-Only COM, and
serves as a Secure Sketch.

Syndrome-Only COM Enrollment phase: The SS algorithm takes the enrollment measure-
ment x as input. It computes

w = Synx

and outputs w as helper data.

gives error pattern Syn(x⊕x')
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2: Partitions method

• First partition:  
equiprobable keys s

• 2nd partition:  
helper data w,  
equiprob. subpartitions

• S | W=w is uniform
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Question time

Why is it good to increase  
the number of sub-partitions ?
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de Groot et al. Page 11 of 20

FX(x) �!

w
�!

N=4

s = 0 1 2 3

p0 = 0.4 p1 = 0.2 p2 = 0.3 p3 = 0.1

0 FX(q1) FX(q2) FX(q3) 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 4 Example of helper data generating function g for N = 4 on quantile x, i.e., FX(x).
The probabilities of the secrets do not have to be equal; in this case we have used
(p0, . . . , p3) = (0.4, 0.2, 0.3, 0.1).

This procedure yields a function g2 which, in terms of error probabilities, has exactly

the same performance as g, but is not di↵erentiable (nor even continuous). Thus,

there exist huge equivalence classes of helper data generating functions that satisfy

invertibility (Lemma 4.4) and proper ordering (Lemma 4.5). This brings us to the

following conjecture, which allows us to concentrate on functions that are easy to

analyze.

Conjecture 4.7: Without loss of generality we can choose the function g to be

di↵erentiable on each quantization interval As, s 2 S.
Based on Conjecture 4.7 we will consider only functions g that are monotonically

increasing on each interval. This assumption is in line with all (first stage) HDSs

[4, 6, 8] known to us.

4.2 Quantile helper data

We state our main result in the theorem below.

Theorem 4.8 (ZL is equivalent to quantile relationship between sibling

points): Let g be monotonously increasing on each interval As, with g(A0) = · · · =
g(AN�1) = W. Let s, t 2 S. Let xs 2 As, xt 2 At be sibling points as defined

in Def. 4.1. In order to satisfy Zero Leakage we have the following necessary and

su�cient condition on the sibling points,

FX(xs)� FX(qs)

ps
=

FX(xt)� FX(qt)

pt
. (13)

Proof: see Appendix A.5.

Corollary 4.9 (ZL FE sibling point relation): Let g be monotonously increasing on

each interval As, with g(A0) = · · · = g(AN�1) = W. Let s, t 2 S. Let xs 2 As, xt 2
At be sibling points as defined in Def. 4.1. Then for a Fuzzy Extractor we have the

following necessary and su�cient condition on the sibling points in order to satisfy

3: Limiting case of the partitioning scheme

Number of colours →∞.
X∼f

Set helper data w as:

Claim: W leaks nothing about S!
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Partitions method, 2D
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4: Helper data for coating PUF

1. partitioning with n=2b.
2. concatenated Gray code words
3. code offset method
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5: Fuzzy Extractor for Optical PUFs

Pointers to prominent features
• stable
• allows for re-alignment
• does not reveal black/white: secret
• [do not choose directly neighboring features]

If necessary apply code offset method in the end
16



6: Fuzzy Extractor for SRAM PUFs

1
1

1
1

0 0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1 11
1
11

0
0
0

Helper data:  
addresses of reasonably stable cells

does not reveal bit value!

111         000step 1: majority voting
1 0   ... 

step 2: code offset method
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7: Fuzzy Extractor from Universal Hashes

MAC on w

MAC key

helper data
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Privacy-preserving biometrics

Equivalent of hashed passwords table, but with noisy inputs
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When to use FE or SS
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